UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT

FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS (front and back) CAREFULLY

A. NAME & PHONE OF CONTACT AT FILER (optional):
The One Peoples Public T 253-509-4597

B. SEND ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO: (Name and Address)

The One Peoples Public Trust 1776
Gig Harbor, WA 98335

THE ABOVE SPACE IS FOR FILING OFFICE USE ONLY

1a. INITIAL FINANCING STATEMENT FILE #
2000043135 - 05-04-2000

1b. This FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT is to be filed for record (or recorded in the
REAL ESTATE RECORDS.

2. TERMINATION: Effectiveness of the Financing Statement dated above is terminated with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Termination Statement.

3. CONTINUATION: Effectiveness of the Financing Statement (identified above with respect to security interest(s) of the Secured Party authorizing this Continuation Statement is continued for the additional period provided by applicable law.

4. ASSIGNMENT (full or partial): Give name of assignee in item 7a or 7b and address of assignee in item 7c, and also give name of assignor in item 9.

5. AMENDMENT (PARTY INFORMATION): This Amendment affects Debtor or Secured Party of record. Check only one of these two boxes.

CHANGE name and/or address: Give current record name in item 7a or 7b, and new name of name change in item 7a or 7b and/or new address of address change in item 7c.

DELETE name: Give record name in item 7a or 7b, and also item 7c, to be deleted in item 7a or 7b.

ADD name: Give new name in item 7a or 7b, and also item 7c, also complete items 7a-7c if applicable.

6. CURRENT RECORD INFORMATION:

6a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME
6b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX

7. CHANGED (NEW) OR ADDED INFORMATION:

7a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME
7b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX

7c. MAILING ADDRESS: CITY STATE POSTAL CODE COUNTRY

7d. TAX ID#: SSN OR EIN
7e. TYPE OF ORGANIZATION
7f. JURISDICTION OF ORGANIZATION
7g. ORGANIZATIONAL ID #, if any

8. AMENDMENT (COLLATERAL CHANGE), check only one box:

- Describe collateral: X added or X deleted, or give entire revised collateral description, or describe collateral X assigned.

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED WITHOUT PREJUDICE: UCC Doc. # 2000043135, the perpetuity hereby amended only to include the following additional collateral:

WHEREFORE the undersigned states of body, do re-declare, re-confirm, irrevocable acceptance of the creator's value and assets, specifically the airs, lands and seas and anything, therein, thereof, therefrom, and therewith, inclusive of indefeasible title and ownership thereto and thereof, domicil by creation on earth, as being perfected upon creation.

9. NAME OF SECURED PARTY OF RECORD AUTHORIZING THIS AMENDMENT (name of assignor, if this is an Assignment If this is an Amendment authorized by a Debtor, or if this is a Terminator authorized by a Debtor, check here X and enter name of DEBTOR authorizing this Amendment.

9a. ORGANIZATION'S NAME
9b. INDIVIDUAL'S LAST NAME FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME SUFFIX

10. OPTIONAL FILER REFERENCES DATA:

without prejudice:/s/ Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, as state of body; as Trustee

FILING OFFICE COPY — NATIONAL UCC FINANCING STATEMENT AMENDMENT (FORM UCC3) (REV. 07/29/98)
NUNC PRO TUNC; Said undersigned states of body do irrevocably recognize, accept, and ratify earth as the creator's Superior Custodian, warehouseman and trustee of said creator's value and assets, perfected at domicile by creation; Said creator's value and assets as identified and noticed by public registration, UCC Doc. # 2012094308 with Receipt No. 1248179, September 4, 2012, restated and incorporated here by reference as if set forth in full, duly protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA; The undersigned states of body do duly swear under the penalty of perjury aligned with common law under the laws of the creator, to co-custody, co-operate and co-trust said value absent usurpation, violation, and invasion of the creator, the Superior Custodian, and any other state of body, inclusive of their standing, authority, value, rights, and principles, duly bonded and secured, with notice by public registration, that we are of capacity and integrity to be co-custodians, co-operators, and co-trustees with the creator's Superior Custodian of the airs, lands and seas, inclusive of those known by all the world as the several states of America, the united States of America, NUNC PRO TUNC; Said undersigned states of body, by duly made oath and bond, knowingly, willingly, and intentionally volunteering themselves as public servants to, and duly sworn thereby, in co-custody, co-operation, co-trust, co-protect and co-preserve said airs, lands and seas of the creator, domicile by choice on the Superior Custodian, inclusive of the the airs, lands and seas known as the several united states of America, absent abrogation or subordination of said oath and bond, any and all said abrogation or subordination canceled for cause and duly ratified and secured as canceled, hereafter Public Servants, automatically reconciled by the Superior Bookkeeper.
WHEREAS said states of body as co-custodian, co-operator, and co-trustee, is duly ratified as duly accepted and reconciled by Superior Bookkeeper, received in Trust, and DULY AUTHORIZED, ORDERED, and PRESERVED until such time as other states of body duly make and secure in kind, hereby duly bonded, insured, guaranteed, secured and entered into International Law Ordinance, notice by public registration, by the undersigned bond servants, and Trustees, NUNC PRO TUNC, PRAETEREA PRETEREA, under the penalty of perjury under the principle of law aligned with common law under the laws of the creator, duly protected and secured, public policy, UCC 1-103;

***THIS AUTHORITY AND ORDER ARE PREPAID, PREAUTHORIZED, AND PRE-APPROVED***

WHEREAS IT IS FURTHER DULY NOTICED AND SERVED on all persons, natural and legal fiction, by internal delivery methods as well as open notorious notice by public registration and by publishing on the world-wide web at www.peoplestrust1776.org;

SO IT IS DONE; DULY EFFECTIVE, DONE, AUTHORIZED, ORDERED, and ISSUED, September 10, 2012, and RESTATE, RE-RATIFIED, RECONFIRMED, VERIFIED, BONDED, INSURED, and GUARANTEED, by our blood oath and bond knowingly, willingly and intentionally given in our capacities as stated below, evidenced by our original signature and seal, made with unlimited personal liability, being of absolute standing, capacity, with absolute authority and responsibility, sworn under the penalties of perjury governed under the laws of our creator, Duly witnessed by the creator, secured, entered and automatically reconciled by Superior Bookkeeper; without prejudice, public policy, UCC 1-308: DULY CONFIRMED AND VERIFIED IN TRUST, /s/ Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, as duly bonded Trustee of The Public Trust; /s/ Caleb Paul Skinner, as duly bonded Trustee of The Public Trust; /s/ Hollis Randall Hillner, as duly bonded Trustee of The Public Trust; DULY SWORN AND RATIFIED, /s/ Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, In the capacity as states of body created by the creator, the one people domicil by choice on the several united states of America, several states citizens thereof, Creditor,
Grantor, and Beneficiary of the Original Jurisdiction, Secured Party, a Beneficiary of GOVERNMENT[S], a Holder-In-Due-Course of GOVERNMENT[S], et. al., a natural woman (or in the alternative, a cognizable person of standing and proper party status, as apposito); /s/ Caleb Paul Skinner, In the capacity as states of body created by the creator, the one people domicil by choice on the several united states of America, several states citizens thereon, Creditor, Bailor, Grantor, and Beneficiary of the Original Jurisdiction, Secured Party, a Beneficiary of GOVERNMENT[S], a Holder-In-Due-Course of GOVERNMENT[S], et. al., a natural man (or in the alternative, a cognizable person of standing and proper party status, as apposito); /s/ Hollis Randall Hillner, In the capacity as states of body created by the creator, the one people domicil by choice on the several united states of America, several states citizens thereon, Creditor, Bailor, Grantor, and Beneficiary of the Original Jurisdiction, Secured Party, a Beneficiary of GOVERNMENT[S], a Holder-In-Due-Course of GOVERNMENT[S], et. al., a natural man (or in the alternative, a cognizable person of standing and proper party status, as apposito); DULY ACCEPTED, AUTHORIZED AND ORDERED, /s/ Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, as bondservant of the creator; /s/ Caleb Paul Skinner, as bondservant of the creator; /s/ Hollis Randall Hillner, as bondservant of the creator; For all the world to rely upon:

NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL IS NOTICE TO AGENT
NOTICE TO AGENT IS NOTICE TO PRINCIPAL

The creator being the creator of the several states of body, the one people; The several states of body being the one people domicil by creation in said states of body, the body domicil by choice on the airs, lands, and seas domicil by creation on and in earth; earth being the creator's Superior Custodian, ratified by domicil by creation of the airs, lands and seas therein and thereon; The United states of America 1781 construction, original national state; Said
Original UCC-1 financing statement
Debtor names added for indexing purposes

the one people created by the creator
CHARLES C. MILLER [AN ARTIFICIAL PERSON & LEGAL FICTION]
CHARLES C MILLER [AN ARTIFICIAL PERSON & LEGAL FICTION]
CHARLES C. MILLER D/B/A CHARLES C. MILLER
(former) The United States Federal Government, UNITED STATES, the several
STATES OF . . ., and any and all international equivalents

Debtor names added for indexing

THE ONE PEOPLE CREATED BY THE CREATOR
CHARLES C. MILLER [AN ARTIFICIAL PERSON & LEGAL FICTION]
CHARLES C MILLER [AN ARTIFICIAL PERSON & LEGAL FICTION]
CHARLES C. MILLER D/B/A CHARLES C. MILLER
THE UNITED STATES FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
UNITED STATES
THE SEVERAL STATES OF . . .
AND ANY AND ALL INTERNATIONAL EQUIVALENTS